Spatial frequency selectivity has been incorporated into various theories of stereo matching, along with spatial scale interactions operating from coarse-to-fine spatial scales. We concentrate here on the role of fine scale information in the stereo matching process and show that fine scale information is capable of disambiguating matches made at coarser scales. An ambiguous coarse scale stimulus was created by presenting a low frequency (2 c/deg) sine wave in anti-phase to the two eyes, whose endpoints betrayed no information about which way the sine waves should be matched. It could be seen with crossed or uncrossed disparity equally validly and at chance from trial to trial. To this was added a fine scale (8 c/deg) filtered random dot stimulus specifying unambiguously a certain disparity. Observers judged the apparent depth of the two stimuli as the disparity of the fine scale stimulus was varied. The sine wave was usually perceived to have the same sign disparity as the fine scale stimulus. Depth matching with the two superimposed stimuli conilrmed that the coarse scale stimulus was actually disambiguated, and seen with disparities equal to half its spatial period. The results suggest the operation of a cross-spatial scale matching disambiguation process, which can operate in a fine-to-coarse fashion.
INTRODUCTION
What role does the psychophysically demonstrated system of spatial frequency tuned channels (Campbell & Robson, 1968; DeValois & DeValois, 1988; Graham, 1989) play in more elaborate visual processes than simple pattern detection or discrimination? In the domain of binocular vision there is evidence that a degree of spatial frequency selectivity acts at the site of stereo matching. Depth in a random dot stereogram can only be perceived if there is overlapping spatial frequency content between the views of the two eyes (Julesz, 1971; Mayhew & Frisby, 1976) . Furthermore, the stereo signal can remain relatively unmasked by the introduction of uncorrelated monocular noise, as long as that noise is two octaves distant from that specifying the disparities (Julesz & Miller, 1975; Yang & Blake, 1991) . Frequency selectivity has also been implicated in the domain of binocular fusion. Levinson and Blake (1979) showed that shared spectral content was necessary for fusion using missing-fundamental square wave stimuli. Furthermore, Wilson and colleagues (Wilson, Blake & Halpern, 1991; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993) have shown that the range of disparities permitting single vision for a fine scale stimulus (a sixth derivative of a Gaussian of high center spatial frequency) was compressed in the presence of a coarse scale stimulus, but only when the coarse scale stimulus was two octaves, or less, lower in spatial frequency. Further data suggesting that stereopsis is not mediated solely by a single channel (or set of mechanisms with a single receptive field size) comes from a study by Heckmann and Schor (1989) . They showed that stereoacuity near the fixation plane for compound (high + low) frequency targets was only as good as that of the component yielding best stereoacuity when measured alone. One would have expected better stereothresholds for the compound than for the component frequencies from a single channel stereo model due to the extra contrast available to the single putative mechanism (Legge & Gu, 1989) . Finally, stereopsis is possible with coarse scale stimuli (of low spatial frequency) if they are presented over a broad range of disparities but the range of disparities mediating stereopsis decreases with increasing stimulus spatial frequency. This relationship is obtained at suprathreshold contrast levels (Schor & Wood, 1983) and is even more pronounced when determined near the detection threshold (Smallman & MacLeod, 1994) . This suggests that the mechanisms which mediate stereopsis differ in their disparity selectivity depending on which spatial frequency channels they are innervated by, with coarse scale channels feeding mechanisms tuned to large disparities and fine scale channels feeding those tuned to smaller disparities; this is the so-called "size disparity correlation" (Schor & Wood, 1983) .
These data have led to formulations of stereopsis which 1048 HARVEY S. SMALLMAN incorporate monocular spatial filtering through different channels tuned to restricted ranges of spatial frequencies followed by matching of the left and right eye channel outputs independently (Marr & Poggio, 1979; Mayhew & Frisby, 1980; Jones & Malik, 1992) . These models differ, though, in the combination rules they use to recombine information from the different channels and in the interactions they envisage to go on during matching. The influential model of Marr and Poggio (1979) proposed that potential matching ambiguity could be largely abolished by making matches at fine spatial scales (where matching ambiguity is worst) drive those at coarse scales. In this regard, the results of Wilson and others (Wilson et al., 1991; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993) would seem particularly relevant, for they hint at the existence of an interaction by one spatial scale on another and in the coarse-to-fine direction specifically posited by Marr-Poggio and inherent in certain other computer vision models (e.g., Nishihara, 1984; Quam, 1987) . Only one stereo model has explicitly reasoned for the operation of spatial scale interactions working in the opposite direction, and employs fine-to-coarse spatial scale interactions. Jones and Malik (1992) have noted that in certain circumstances the outputs of large filters can provide spurious disparity estimates when the monocular filters straddle several depth discontinuities. In these cases it is preferable to pay attention to the outputs of the high frequency channels which spatially integrate over a smaller region of the image, and weight their outputs more strongly in these circumstances. A slightly different formulation of stereopsis employing linear spatial channels was advanced by Mayhew and Frisby (1980) . This model employed cross-channel interactions immediately in order to locate reliable matching primitives (reinforcing evidence for the existence of a matchable edge was sought across spatial scales at a given image location). In this way it shared many similarities with the model of edge extraction put forward at the same time by Marr and Hildreth (1980) .
There is little known about how matches made at one spatial scale are able to influence those made at another. The question is of interest given the different predictions made by the different models. The adaptive scale selection of the Jones-Malik model predicts that fine scale matches should be able to influence matches made at coarse scales, when the latter are unreliable or ambiguous. The Mayhew-Frisby model predicts that disambiguation of matching should only be possible when an unambiguous match at one scale is at the same disparity as a candidate match at another scale, and not when they are at different disparities. Mayhew and Frisby (1981) presented some demonstrations with missing fundamental stereograms to support the putative cross-channel correspondence process of their 1980 model but presented no data. Depth *To avoid the confusion in the stereopsis literature between sine wave stimuli in depth (cyclopean gratings) and luminance sine waves/luminance gratings) which result in planar surfaces in depth when fused, we would note that all mention of sine wave gratings in the text refer to luminance gratings only. matching with similar stimuli by Boothroyd and Blake (1984) revealed no consistent pattern of results across subjects. The Marr-Poggio model conceives of matching (and vergence movements) being driven by the coarse scales only, and disambiguation of potential matches being carried out only within scale; thus fine scale matches should not be able to influence those made at coarse scales. Though Prazdny (1987) has challenged this model's coarse-to-fine strategy with demonstration stereograms made by coarsely luminance modulating a random dot stereogram. These are seen as two transparent planes when fused, with the coarse sine wave seen at a different depth to the plane defined by disparity in the broadband dots. Thus coarse scale matches do not always drive fine scale matches. Smallman and MacLeod (1991) showed that the two planes in a Prazdny-style stereogram could average in depth under certain circumstances. Recently, Rohaly and Wilson (1994) went further and presented data showing that two very similar disparities near the fixation plane carried by sine wave gratings, two octaves different in spatial frequency, may actually average together.
The present study examines spatial scale interactions in stereopsis using a novel technique. Matches specified at spatial scale X are made inherently ambiguous; we then measure the efficacy of unambiguous matches specified at another spatial scale, Y, at disambiguating those at X. Using this simple method, and more conventional depth matching, we report the surprising finding that ambiguity at coarse scales may be resolved by matches made at fine scales, and that this disambiguation may be broadlytuned for disparity. The results suggest that a fine-to-coarse scale disambiguation process exists in human stereopsis. Portions of this work have previously been presented in abstract form (Smallman & MacLeod, 1992) .
EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Apparatus and stimuli. The left and right eye views of the stereograms were presented on two 12 inch Apple Monochrome Monitors driven by a Macintosh II microcomputer. Each monitor was driven by an 8 bit color video board whose R, G & B outputs were combined to yield 12 bit DAC precision on the monitor input, which were linearized using the video attenuator hardware and software of Pelli and Zhang (1991) . The monitors were viewed at 15 1 cm by the subjects through a simple mirror stereoscope which permitted each eye to view a different screen. The subject's head was supported by a chinrest.
The design called for the generation of ambiguous and unambiguous stimuli specified at different spatial scales. The former were created by presenting a low spatial frequency vertical sine wave profile,* to the two eyes which presented the matching system with a "wallpaper illusion" (Brewster, 1844) at a coarse spatial scale. The sine wave was presented 180 deg out of phase to corresponding points in the left and right stimulus displays, with an odd number of half-cycles presented to the left eye and two less to the right eye (see Fig. 1 ). This produced a stimulus that was completely ambiguous and that could be matched in the crossed or uncrossed direction with disparities equal to integer multiples of half the spatial period. The presentation of a different number of cycles of the sine wave to the two eyes was necessary to give the matching system no clue to the depth of the sine wave from the location of endpoints. It is known that the matching system is extremely good at making use of endpoints when resolving ambiguity (Mitchison & McKee, 1985 .
The unambiguous stimulus was added to the sine wave. It was an isotropically filtered Julesz (random-dot) stereogram, henceforth referred to as the "noise". This pattern was formed by taking a 256 x 64 pixel pattern of random 1 and 0 values and filtering it so that it only contained a limited range of spatial frequencies. The filter was rectangular in shape and band-pass in two dimensions (i.e. it was annular, see Yang & Blake, 1991) . It passed unattenuated those frequency components within it's band and completely removed those outside. It possessed a constant bandwidth of 0.74 octaves, calculated from the lowest to the highest spatial frequency passed. Stereograms were made by presenting laterally shifted patches of this noise to the two eyes into panels whose edges possessed zero disparity. Filtered twodimensioned noise stereograms of this kind specify disparities unambiguously, since the effective horizontal spatial frequency varies vertically as well as horizontally. In this way they avoid the wallpaper illusion inherent with solely vertically modulated sine waves and this makes them desirable because disparities can be specified with them at any desired spatial scale (see Smallman & MacLeod, 1994; Julesz & Miller, 1975; Yang & Blake, 1991) .
The experimental stimulus was composed of two panels. The test panel lay 15 min arc above a fixation spot and contained a filtered noise (unambiguous) stereogram of center spatial frequency 2 or 8 c/deg, at a particular disparity. Several cycles of (ambiguous) vertical sinusoidal luminance modulation of either 2 or 8 c/deg was added to this, as described above. The depth of these two Right Eye Left Eye FIGURE 1. The principle behind the design of the stimuli used in the experiment. A sine wave luminance profile is presented to the two eyes in anti-phase (180 deg out of phase). To the right eye are presented N half cycles of a grating of a certain spatial frequency, to the left eye are presented N+2. The disparity of the resulting stimulus is inherently ambiguous.
It could be matched with a crossed or uncrossed disparity equal to one half of it's spatial period equally likely. In the experiments here, we added an unambiguous stimulus of a certain disparity specified by luminance information of a different spatial scale to the ambiguous luminance profile. The ability of the unambiguous stimulus to influence the matching of the ambiguous one is then explored.
stimuli were judged against a reference panel, lying equally far below the fixation spot, which lay in the fixation plane (i.e., at zero disparity). The reference was made of 2 c/deg noise created in the same way as the unambiguous noise stimulus in the upper panel. Both panels were 2.25 deg wide and 0.5 deg tall. The depth relationships of the stimuli can be seen in Fig. 2 , which illustrates a trial on which 8 c/deg noise was presented with small crossed disparity in the upper panel along with a 2 c/deg sine wave of ambiguous disparity sign. The task of the subject was to judge the depth of the noise and the sine wave relative to the reference panel over a series of trials. The question addressed by the experiment was whether the sine wave, as in the example in Fig. 2 , would be seen in depth standing in front of the fixation plane because the noise also lay in front of the fixation plane or whether it would be seen behind the fixation plane. If it was seen consistently in front, in this example, then we may conclude that the noise had influenced the matching of the sine wave. Sine waves, despite their inherent matching ambiguity, are seen as single planes in depth by observers and depth matching with them has shown that their perceived depth corresponds to the disparity of the smallest phase shift between the two eyes (Boothroyd & Blake, 1984) . When seen alone in the test region, the sine wave was seen as lying in depth in front of or behind the fixation plane (at random from trial to trial). This was only true, however, in the absence of fixation disparities. Fixation disparities could serve to reduce the matching ambiguity intended for the sine wave by making the phase shift greater than 180 deg in one direction and less than 180 deg in the other and, according to the study of Boothroyd and Blake, cause a tendency to match the sine wave towards the direction with the smaller remaining phase shift. To minimize these problems, and subjects' changes in convergence after stimulus onset, the observer's state of vergence was monitored through the use of nonius lines and short presentation times were used. One set of nonius lines (1.5 min wide and 10.5 min long) was shown just above and below a fixation spot, a configuration which should maximise nonius precision (McKee & Levi, 1987) . In addition, an outline frame of zero disparity was continually present around the stimuli (size 2.75 x 2.04 deg) to encourage fixation in this plane. Abutting this was another set of nonius lines that were 1 deg long.
The mean luminance of the stimuli was 50 cd/m2 while the background was kept at 5 cd/m2, both measured at the screen with a Pritchard photometer. The fixation, nonius and framing lines were all 90 cd/m2. The room was dimly illuminated to prevent the pupils from entirely dilating. The stimuli were presented with Michelson contrasts of 15% for the 8 c/deg stimuli and 6.8% for the 2 c/deg stimuli. These contrasts were chosen for they represented contrasts one log unit above each frequency's independent binocular detection thresholds, as determined by observer HSS under similar experimental conditions (75% correct thresholds of 1.5%, 8 c/deg and 0.68%, 2 c/deg, respectively). These relatively low contrasts were 1050 HARVEY S. SMALLMAN FIGURE 2. The depth relationships as seen by a subject in Experiment 1. The subject sees a plane in depth specified by narrow-band filtered noise of a certain center spatial frequency in a panel above fixation Also present in the panel is an ambiguous sine wave that can be matched with equal and opposite crossed or uncrossed disparity and the subject perceives one depth organization or the other. The question addressed is whether the unambiguous stimulus can bias the matching of the sine wave. The observer reports the sign of perceived depth (front versus behind) of the sine wave and of the unambiguous noise relative to a reference panel in the fixation plane present below.
used to try to obviate possible off-frequency viewing of the stimuli, a potential problem which is addressed in the Conclusion Section. Procedure. The subject aligned the nonius lines and when satisfied that they were collinear, pressed a key. A trial was then immediately initiated and accompanied by a computer tone. The display was presented for 220 msec, a duration insufficient to allow completion of convergence eye movements (Rashbass & Westheimer, 1961) . On each trial the subjects made two depth judgments. First, they indicated the sign of perceived depth of the filtered noise stimulus relative to the lower reference panel (see Fig. 2 ), either in front or behind, and then they indicated the sign of the perceived depth of the sine wave in the same fashion.
The ambiguous sine wave was either 2 or 8 c/deg, and the spatial frequency of the unambiguous noise was either 2 or 8 c/deg. The potential matching bias in a sine wave from the introduction of the unambiguous noise was investigated under four conditions: (1) when the sine wave was 2 c/deg and the noise was 2 c/deg, a condition termed coarse-to-coarse; (2) when the sine wave was 2 c/deg and the noise was 8 c/deg, termed coarse-to-fine; (3) when the sine wave was 8 c/deg and the noise was 8 c/deg, termed fine-to-fine; and finally (4), when the sine wave was 2 c/deg and the noise was 8 c/deg, termed fine-to-coarse. Within a single block of 220 trials disambiguation was investigated for one of these four conditions and the (potentially disambiguating) noise was assigned a random disparity from between 15 min arc uncrossed to 15 min arc crossed, in 3 min arc steps. The 15 min arc was chosen as the upper bound here as it equaled the 180 deg phase disparity of the 2 c/deg ambiguous sine wave. The disparities of the sine waves were f 15 min arc for the 2 c/deg sine waves and f 3.75 min arc for the 8 c/deg sine waves (again, the disparities for the sine waves were equal to 180 deg phase shifts assuming that the matching system will only match with the smallest disparity in a sine wave in the absence of fixation disparities). Three blocks of trials were run for each subject for each condition; this gave 60 trials for each pairing of disambiguating noise disparity/center spatial frequency.
Subjects. Two subjects participated in the study. One was the author, HSS. The other subject, JMH, was na'fve of experimental intent. Both had good stereo vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Further data taken by another experienced, yet naive, observer, LW, under similar experimental conditions lead us to trust in the generality of the findings reported here.
Results and discussion
with open symbols. Here it can be seen again that percent
The results for the two observers for "across scale" disambiguation was significantly greater than 50% for a (coarse-to-fine and fine-to-coarse) disambiguation are range of disparities for both subjects. It peaked at 98% shown in Fig. 3 and those for the "within scale" (fine-to-fine for JMH for an uncrossed noise disparity of 9 min arc, and coarse-to-coarse) disambiguation are shown in Fig. 4 . and 87% for HSS at 6 min arc. The disambiguation was In these figures disparity of the noise stimulus is plotted not as great as that in the coarse-to-fine condition but it against percent disambiguation, which is defined to be was again significantly greater than the chance matching percent disambiguation = 100 x (#trials noise "front" AND sine wave seen "front" + #trials noise "back" AND sine wave seen "back (total # of trials for that condition)
The logic of this metric is as follows: if the matching of the unambiguous noise stimulus had no biasing effect on the matching of the sine wave then the sine wave would be matched in the crossed or uncrossed direction at chance and independent of the perceived depth of the noise, from trial to trial, so in this case percent disambiguation would be 50%. If, on the other hand, the sine wave was always perceived to have the same sign disparity as the unambiguous noise stimulus (i.e. noise seen in front and sine wave seen in front) then the noise could be said to have disambiguated the sine wave 100% of the time. The metric also captures one unusual case of disambiguation. As the stimuli were flashed briefly, on a few trials a crossed noise disparity, say, might be incorrectly seen as lying behind the plane of fixation. In this case if the sine wave was also seen behind fixation then the noise could also be said to be effectively disambiguating, even though it was matched wrongly. Finally, when the noise possessed zero disparity the observer was still forced to respond as seeing it as lying forwards or back of fixation. In this case the observer would presumably distribute their front and back responses for the noise randomly. The noise should have no biasing effect on the sinusoid, as it was in reality lying in the plane of fixation, so if the observer also randomly distributed their depth responses for the sine wave one would expect percent disambiguation according to the defined metric to be about 50%.
Superimposed on Figs 3 and 4 are dashed lines which indicate those percentages of disambiguation which differ significantly from 50% (calculated from x2 test, P-C 0.05); data points plotting between these dashed lines indicate that the matching of the sine wave was statistically at chance.
Inspection of the data for the coarse-to-fine condition (noise center frequency, 2 c/deg; sine wave, 8 c/deg), displayed with solid symbols in Fig. 3 , shows that percent disambiguation was above chance over a broad range of disparities for both observers. Thus the coarse scale noise was able to disambiguate the matching of the fine scale sine wave over a broad range of disparities. There is a tendency for the ability of the noise to influence the matching of the sine wave to deterioriate for larger noise disparities. Also, when the noise was near the fixation plane it had a smaller biasing effect. Of central interest here, though, is the fine-to-coarse condition (noise center frequency, 8 c/deg; ambiguous sine wave, 2 c/deg) shown Noise Disparity (min arc) FIGURE 3. The ability of the unambiguous noise to influence the matching of a sine wave specified at a different spatial scale for two conditions of noise and sine wave center spatial frequency for two observers, JMH in (a), and HSS in (b) . The open circles denote the condition when the noise center frequency was 8 c/deg and the sine was 2 c/deg (fine-to-coarse disambiguation). The filled circles denote the condition when the noise center frequency was 2 c/deg and the sine was 8 c/deg (coarse-to-line disambiguation). The y-axis plots percentage disambiguation, which is defined in the text, and reflects the incidence of a matching bias for the sine wave in the presence of the noise; the x-axis plots the disparity of the potentially disambiguating noise stimulus (with crossed disparities positive and uncrossed negative). A solid horizontal line defining disambiguation = 50% is drawn across (a) and (b): if there was no effect of the matching of the noise on the matching of the sine wave then the data should fall near this line. The region between the two dashed horizontal lines lying above and below the solid line represent regions where dam do not differ significantly (P < 0.05) from chance. The small vertical arrows along the base of the figure show candidate disparate matches of the coarse (2 c/deg) sine wave (15 min arc) and fine (8 c/deg) sine wave (3.75 min arcbthere does not appear to be any trend for disambiguation to peak here (when noise and sine wave disparities are equal) which certain models predict. Error bars are one standard deviation calculated from the binomial distribution. Noise Disparity (min arc) FIGURE 4. The ability of the unambiguous noise to influence the matching of a sine wave specified at the same spatial scale for two conditions of noise and sine wave center spatial frequency for two observers, JMH in (a), and HSS in (b). The data are presented in exactly the same format as Fig. 3 (see the legend of that figure for details). The open squares denote the condition when the noise center frequency was 2 c/deg and the sine was also 2 c/deg (coarse-to-coarse disambiguation). The filled squares show the condition when the sine was 8 c/deg, as was the center spatial frequency of the noise (fine-to-fine disambiguation). Unlike the data in Fig. 3 , there was a strong trend for disambiguation to peak when noise and sine wave disparities were equal (at arrows).
scenario, indicated on the figure by the dashed lines, for many noise disparities. Recall that it is commonly held that fine scale matches should not be able to influence those made at coarse scales, a view which would have to predict that the data for the open symbols would have to lie between the dashed lines on Fig. 3 . There is no support in the data for the strongest disambiguation to be when the noise possessed the same disparity as the sine wave, and this is true of the coarse-to-fine and fine-to-coarse data. Note that the curve for the coarse-to-fine condition in Fig. 3 does not peak at 3 min arc which is the noise disparity closest the 3.75 min arc disparity representing that of the 180 deg phase disparity of the 8 c/deg ambiguous sine wave (indicated by the small solid arrows at the base of the figure) . Also note that the curve for the fine-to-coarse disambiguation condition does not peak at 15 min arc which is the disparity of the ambiguous 2 c/deg sine wave (indicated by the dashed arrow). Instead, the disambiguation in both cases seems broadly tuned for disparity. If anything, disambiguation peaks for intermediate noise disparities. Figure 4 shows percentage disambiguation for the within-scale conditions (where noise and sine waves had the same center spatial frequency.) In contrast, to the results shown in Fig. 3 , disambiguation peaked at those disparities when the noise and sine wave disparities were equal. Consider first the case for the fine-to-fine condition (8 c/deg noise and 8 c/deg ambiguous sine wave). For subject HSS, when the noise was in the plane of fixation there was no disambiguating effect of the noise, but at 3 min arc disparity (solid arrows) percent disambiguation peaked and then dropped for larger noise disparities. This disparity of 3 min arc is closest to that of the 8 c/deg ambiguous sine wave presented 180 deg out of phase between the two eyes. JMH's data also peaked at 3 min arc disparity and her curve showed narrower tuning for this disparity. Similarly, the peak of the coarse-to-coarse curve is near to 15 min arc for both subjects (dashed arrows).
It is concluded from Experiment 1 that the sign of ambiguous matches in stereopsis may be resolved by reference to matches made at another scale. This disambiguation is broadly tuned for disparity and may proceed in a fine-to-coarse scale direction, although this is weaker than the more conventionally conceived coarse-to-fine scale interaction. In contrast, when ambiguous and unambiguous stimuli are specified within the same frequency band the results show that there is a resolution of ambiguity only when the disparities of two stimuli are nearly the same.
There were a few cases for the disambiguation data of Figs 3 and 4 when percent disambiguation actually dipped below the 50% disambiguation line, this was especially evident for observer JMH's data in Fig. 4 where this drop was occasionally statistically reliable. This means that on a significant number of occasions the observer saw the sine wave as lying behind the plane of fixation, say, when the noise was actually in front. It is not immediately clear why this was so. In the Fig. 3 data, when the noise and sine waves possessed different spatial frequencies, this may have been related to the perceptual bias for subjects to see low spatial frequency objects as lying behind high frequency defined objects (Klymenko & Weisstein, 1986) . However, this would not explain the significantly low disambiguation of observer JMH in Fig. 4 , when the noise and sine waves were defined by the same spatial frequency. To explain this anomaly we might resort to the nature of the task which was subjective (and hence prone to criteria effects). Because of the anomalously low disambiguation in some cases, and because it could be argued that the results of Experiment 1 do not prove disambiguation of the sine waveper se, but rather that the subjects were instead responding with both key presses to perhaps a vague sense of depth they got from the unambiguous noise disparity, a second experiment was run. In this, depth matches were made for the two stimuli (noise and sine wave on each trial) to establish that they were seen possessing their geometrically specified disparities and to confirm the fine-to-coarse disambiguation result of Experiment, 1.
EXPERIMENT 2
Method
The same stimuli were employed as were used in Experiment 1, but now the perceived depths of the noise and sine wave stimuli in the upper test panel were determined in a 2AFC depth-matching procedure. The lower panel now became a depth reference against which the depths of the stimuli in the upper panel were judged. Instead of lying in the fixation plane, the reference panel was now presented with one of 6 (or 9) random disparities over a series of at least 120 observations, with 20 observations per reference disparity. The observer was forced to decide which was perceived as lying in front, the lower reference panel, or the upper test stimulus. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , 'which shows the case of an observer matching the depth of a low frequency sine wave when the noise was fine scale and had a small crossed disparity, and when the sine wave was (perhaps) disambiguated to also possess a crossed disparity. On Fig. 5 three possible psychometric functions are also illustrated, that might result from three different predictions for the matching of the sine wave in this experiment. FIGURE 5. The depth relationships and task for a subject performing depth matching of the sine wave in Experiment 2 (shown below) and the psychometric functions expected on three matching scenarios for the sine wave (shown above, see text for details). The subject is presented with exactly the same stimulus configuration in the upper panel as they faced in Experiment 1, for the condition when the sine wave was 2 c/deg and the noise center frequency was 8 c/deg (fine-to-coarse disambiguation). Now the lower reference panel possesses a variable disparity from trial to trial and the task of the observer is to report whether this is seen in front of or behind one of four stimuli seen above: (1) the sine wave seen alone or (2) seen with noise present, or (3) the noise seen alone or (4) seen with sine wave present. Different reference disparities are presented over a series of trials to sweep out a psychometric function which allows the matching disparity of the test stimulus to be determined.
of the coarse scale sine wave then the sine wave would be seen with crossed or uncrossed disparity at chance over the course of the 120 trials of the matching experiment. This scenario predicts that the psychometric function for the sine wave would be extremely shallow and extend from a large crossed to a large uncrossed disparity. The predicted psychometric function is not simply flat and lying at 50% because when the reference possesses a large crossed disparity, say, then subjects will always see the reference in front and they will always see it back when it is large and uncrossed. This scenario is, of course, not supported by the data of Experiment 1 but is included here for completeness.
Prediction 2: The sine wave possessed no distinct depth when presented along with the noise
If the sine wave was seen with no distinct depth then it might be seen as somehow "pasted" onto the noise and hence assigned it's depth. If this were the case then the psychometric function for the sine wave would superimpose that obtained for the noise when it was matched alone.
Prediction 3: The noise consistently disambiguated the matching of the sine wave
If the fine scale noise consistently disambiguated the matching of the coarse scale sine wave then the psychometric function for the sine wave would be centered at the sine wave's geometric disparity of 15 min arc. And in the scenario illustrated in Fig. 5 , the sine wave would only be seen in front of the fixation plane.
Data were collected for the case when the noise was 8 c/deg and the sine wave was 2 c/deg (the fine-to-coarse condition of Experiment 1) and for noise disparities of either + 3 min or + 6 min arc. This meant that there were 16 conditions. In 16 separate runs subjects performed depth matching for all these. They included: (1) noise or sine wave in the test region; (2) possessing crossed or uncrossed disparity; (3) presented alone or together,* and (4) for noise disparities of 3 or 6 min arc. Runs were conducted in a pseudo-random order over a series of 2-3 days. In each case observers were informed of what stimulus to match relative to the reference at the start of a run. The test stimuli were presented exactly as they had been in Experiment 1. This enabled a direct comparison of the matching data with the disambiguation data.
The only deviation in stimulus configuration from the first to second experiment was necessitated by the inherent ambiguity of the sine wave presented alone, see Fig. 1 . From trial-to-trial if presented alone it would be seen with crossed or uncrossed disparity at random. To get around this problem and allow the determination of the geometrically valid matching disparity of an unambiguous sine wave of crossed or uncrossed disparity a simple modification was applied to the sine wave stimulus when presented alone. This was to subtract from one end of the *That is, noise, presented along with the sine wave, or sine wave presented along with the noise. left eye's stimulus one cycle of the sine wave. Consider the stimulus in Fig. 1 with one cycle chopped off the right end of the left eye stimulus-this would result in an unambiguous uncrossed disparate stimulus for the visual system, when the two eye's stimuli were considered across their entire extents (and apparently they are, see Mitchison & McKee 1985 . Similarly, by chopping off the left-most cycle from the left eye stimulus this left an unambiguous stimulus of crossed disparity. In this way, the matching disparities for the sine wave alone (the points of subjective equality, the 50% points from the psychometric functions) could be compared with those from the condition when a completely ambiguous sine wave was presented along with the disambiguating noise to see if they were equivalent. If they were, then this would lend support for the notion that the noise had been disambiguating, see prediction 2 above and Fig. 5 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the two observers for the condition when the (potentially disambiguating) noise disparity in the test region was 6 min arc are presented in Fig. 6 . On the bottom of the same figure are shown the geometric disparities of the noise and sine wave present in the stimuli (arrows). On any particular run only one sign of noise disparity was present in the test region (i.e., the noise was 6 min crossed or 6 min uncrossed) but for brevity both the crossed and uncrossed data are shown on the same figure. First inspect the data shown with solid symbols. These show the case where the stimuli in the upper panel were matched alone. The 50% points from the psychometric functions fit through the data by probit analysis are very close to the disparities specified by the arrows below-thus the stimuli were matched veridically when presented alone. Now observe what happened when the other stimulus, either sine wave or noise, was introduced into the test region (the curves defined by open symbols) and first look at the data for the matching of the noise in the presence of the sine wave (the open squares). The data for the two observers show the same thing. The psychometric functions fitted through the small solid squares nearly superimpose on the open square symbol data. There was a small shift in the 50% point in the crossed direction (average 27.4 set for JMH and 64.0 set for HSS) when both stimuli were present. However, the key data for the purposes of the present project are the locations of the psychometric functions for the sine wave when matched together with the noise (open circles) compared with when it was matched when presented alone (solid circles). Recall that the depth of the sine wave was completely ambiguous. Despite that ambiguity, the psychometric functions fit through the open circles nearly superimpose the small solid circle symbol data for both observers.
Thus predictions 1 and 2 received little support from this depth matching experiment and can be rejected but prediction 3 is supported-the sine wave was seen at almost exactly the same depth as it was when seen alone and presented unambiguously. Thus the fine scale noise Reference Disparity bin arc)
FIGURE 6. The matching data of Experiment 2 for the condition when the 8 c/deg was at 6 min arc disparity and the 2 c/deg sine wave was ambiguous. The geometric disparities of the presented stimuli are indicated by arrows along the bottom of the plot. The solid arrows show the noise disparity, the dashed arrow shows one of the two disparities that the ambiguous sine wave could possess. Data from the two subjects are presented in the two panels; JMH's data in (a) and HSS's in (b). Percent "front" responses are plotted against the disparity of the reference stimulus for eight different conditions. The small solid symbols represent the condition when the test stimulus was presented alone (solid circles for the sine wave presented alone, and solid squares for the noise alone) and the open symbols represent the data for the condition when both the noise and sine wave were present (open circles for matching the sine wave presented along with the noise, and open squares for matching the noise presented along with the sine wave). Note that data from both the crossed and uncrossed noise disparities are presented on the figure but that during any particular run that only one or the other type was present. The solid curves represent the best-fitting cumulative normal fit through the solid cymbals from probit analysis, and the dashed lines are the fits for the open symbols. The central point to note is that the sine wave presented along with the noise (open circles) is matched to it's geometrically correct disparity. Thus the data support prediction 3 (see text).
disambiguated the matching of the coarse scale sine wave. Again, there was a small shift of the 50% point of the psychometric function in the crossed direction (average 66.0 set for JMH and 56.4 set for HSS) from the matched alone to matched together condition. But it is clear that the presence of the noise led to a disambiguation in the matching of the sine wave, and that the sine wave was perceived to lie in approximately the same location as it would have if seen when presented unambiguously (with endpoints suggesting one sign disparity only).
The results for the two observers for the condition when the noise disparity was 3 min arc are presented in Fig. 7 . These data tell a similar story as those shown in Fig. 6 above and they will be discussed in more summary form. In brief, the psychometric functions for the cases when the sine wave was presented alone unambiguously, and presented along with the noise ambiguously, are very similar, again supporting prediction 3 discussed above. Of the four sets of matching data for the sine wave presented along with the noise both, only those for JMH's uncrossed data do not completely superimpose those of the sine wave matched alone condition. Even here, the 3.3 min arc shift of the 50% point of the psychometric function between the two conditions in the crossed disparity case still left if closer to the psychometric function of the sine wave matched alone than to that of the noise matched together with sine (and thus the data still supports predictions 3 over prediction 2 discussed above). Observer JMH complained that the depth relationships were less clear, in general, for the uncrossed test stimuli when the noise possessed the small 3 min arc disparity and it is not obvious why this was so.
The psychometric functions for the matching of two stimuli seen together were generally shallower than those for when stimuli were matched alone. Stereothresholds, defined as the differences between 50 and 75% from the psychometric functions from Figs 6 and 7 are presented in Table 1 . This table shows that they were very good, considering the low contrast of the targets and their standing disparity, for the stimuli when matched alone (compare with the existing literature, Badcock & Schor, 1985; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993; Siderov & Harwerth, 1993) . Stereothresholds were higher for the sine waves than the noise because of the lower spatial frequency and larger standing disparity. It can be seen that stereothresholds for both subjects were higher when the sine wave was matched along with the noise than when the sine wave was matched alone, with this effect more dramatic for JMH. The disambiguation data from . The matching data of Experiment 2 for the condition when the 8 c/deg noise was at 3 min arc disparity. The data are presented in the same format as in Fig. 6 (see that legend for details). Again, the psychometric function for the sine wave seen along with the noise is very close to the psychometric function for the case where it is matched alone, supporting prediction 3. Experiment 1 partly explain this shallowing of the psychometric functions in the case of the sine waves. One reason is that the sine waves were not always disambiguated by the noise, as Experiment 1 confirms.
Thus on a few trials in the depth matching experiment, the sine wave was seen as lying behind the fixation plane, say, when the noise (and reference) was in front. The effect of this on the psychometric function was to spread it out and decrease the slope. The other reason for the shallowing is that depth-matching under conditions of transparency simply seemed harder. The subject in the condition where the sine wave was matched along with the noise was matching the depth of a sine wave lying transparently in front of another plane. The only other work to perform matching under potentially transparent conditions, as far as we are aware, is that on disparity averaging by Parker and Yang (1989) . In that study averaging was observed over a couple of min arc disparity for broad-band targets presented near the fixation plane. Averaging was not observed under the conditions of Experiment 2, presumably because of the large disparity differences between the two surfaces (the depth difference are much greater than those used by Rohaly & Wilson, 1994) .
CONCLUSIONS
The initial demonstration of stereopsis with random dot stereograms (Julesz, 1960) has had a pervasive influence on notions of what the stereo matching system must accomplish. Emphasis had focused on the low-level constraints that must be employed to eradicate the massive ambiguity present in these stimuli, partly because the lesson from subsequent computational modeling with these stimuli has been that they should be difficult to see. The elegant solution offered by Marr and Poggio (1979) was that matching ambiguity could be eradicated, and random dot stereograms "solved", by using the outputs of coarse scale filters to drive stereo matching at the more ambiguous fine scales. Recent psychophysical support for the existence of interactions between information processed at different scales and comes from the fusional compression results of Wilson and colleagues (Wilson et al., 1991; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993) . They proposed that there existed constraints between adjacent spatial frequency tuned stereopsis channels operating from the coarser to the finer channels. The question addressed in the present study is whether matches made at fine scales could influence in any way matches made at coarse scales. In two different experimental paradigms, they have been shown to do so. The first experiment showed that the perceived depth of an ambiguous sine wave may be biased by the presentation of an unambiguous depth plane specified at a spatial scale that was two octaves finer than that of the stimulus being disambiguated. The depth matching results of the second experiment confirmed the results of the first and further showed that the disambiguated coarse scale sine wave is actually seen with it's geometrically correct disparity. Pettigrew (1993) has recently likened the correspondence problem the brain is faced with to that of a spectator to a race between two runners (read deciding between crossed and uncrossed disparities at a given image location). An instantaneous snapshot of the racetrack sees one runner leading another, but who is in front of who, has one runner perhaps lapped the other? Pettigrew argues that by looking at the runners on a series of different-sized race tracks (the analogy here is different spatial scales) one may determine which runner most probably leads the other. The ambiguous stimuli here are like looking at a big racetrack and seeing the runners on completely opposite sides of the track and thus there is no indication as to the race's likely victor. The present results show that information from the same runners speeding around a smaller track can be used to go back and update one's perception of the race on the big racetrack.
Relations to other models
The disambiguation strategy inherent in the Marr and Poggio (1979) model will not account for the results presented here, for that model embodied only within-scale disambiguation, and coarse-to-fine interactions. The Mayhew and Frisby (1980) model looked for reinforcing evidence of matching primitives at a given location in space across scales before matching. This model would only predict disambiguation for phase-locked matches across scales (that is, matches suggesting the same disparity across scales). A surprising result from the present experiments is that disambiguation is broadly
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FIGURE 8. A model accounting for the results presented here wherein disparity estimates are revised after initial matching by the operation of cross-channel disambiguating processes. The stimulus (on the left), in this case the fine noise and ambiguous coarse sine wave, is processed by a set ofmonocular spatial channels (two are shown here for illustrative purposes only). Matching then proceeds independently at each spatial scale. The ambiguity in the coarse channel disparity estimate (which can take an equal crossed or uncrossed value) is resolved by reference to the fine channel disparity estimate, which is unambiguous and, in this case, crossed.
tuned for disparity and can occur when a disambiguating disparity is not the same as one of the possible disparities of the ambiguous stimulus specified at another spatial scale, see above. Hence the Mayhew and Frisby model is also not supported. A schematic model which would account for the results presented here is shown in Fig. 8 . This model has initially independent spatial frequency tuned channels processing binocular disparities, such an independence is necessary to account for the masking demonstrations of Julesz and Miller (1975) . After initial disparity estimates have been made, cross-channel disambiguation processes may operate to resolve matching ambiguity in any given channel. These cross-channel interactive processes may operate from coarse-to-fine scale or fine-to-coarse scale. The broad disparity tuning of the cross-scale disambiguation, revealed in Fig. 3 , suggests that the signal from one scale to another may not be much more than the sign of the disparity (crossed or uncrossed) that that scale is currently representing. The disparity sign could then be used, in the case of matching a repetitive sine wave, to disambiguate the otherwise inherently ambiguous matching situation to favor matching in the crossed direction, say. The model is similar to that recently proposed by Jones and Malik (1992) discussed above, for both stress the importance of fine scale information in certain conditions. The model in Fig. 8 possesses initially dependent channels as does Marr and Poggio's. It differs from the latter account in positing a more active role for fine scale information. This does not mean that coarse scale matches are less important. In fact, another reading of our data might stress that coarse-to-fine disambiguation is better than that obtaining the other way round. Instead we emphasize the fact that the fine-to-coarse interactions do occur in matching, contrary to what has previously been supposed.
Off-frequency viewing
There is one main objection that could be made to the explanation offered above. It might be argued that a single channel spanned detection of both the coarse and fine scale stimuli and that could have signaled for the sine wave to be of the same sign disparity as that of the noise. Actually, this "off-frequency viewing" account also implies that the fine stimulus disambiguated the coarse, in a loose fashion, for it says that a finer channel (of intermediate preferred spatial frequency between 2 and 8 c/deg) drives the matching of information specified at a coarser scale. Yet it does not posit a dedicated process for disambiguation as does the model presented in Fig. 8 . Several points strongly argue against this interpretation of the data.
First, the stimuli used in the present experiment were separated by two octaves in spatial frequency and were presented with contrasts just 1 log unit above detection threshold specifically to obviate problems of off-frequency viewing. We thought apriori that this would have resulted in little effective contrast in channels "seeing" both stimuli. Yet from our earlier work it was known that a stereo signal good enough to support 75% front/back depth identification could be obtained at contrasts just 3 higher than the binocular detection threshold in spatially filtered stereograms (Smallman & MacLeod, 1994) . Modeling simulations assuming a continuum of channels (based on Klein and Levi's (1985) 5th order Cauchy functions) revealed that intermediate channels near the peak of the CSF (between 2 and 8 c/deg) could have exceeded this threshold. But the off-frequency explanation requires that the signal from such an intermediate channel must represent simultaneously two separate disparities; and it is unclear how this could be accomplished without reference to stronger signals from those channels centered at 2 and 8 c/deg, and this returns us to something close to the model in Fig. 8 . Finally, more modeling simulations of the convolution profiles of such an intermediate channel showed that the locations of matching primitives in the profiles contained no "tip off" as to the sign of the disparity of the noise stimuli. That is, the commonly-employed matching primitives of zero-crossings (Marr & Poggio, 1979; Marr & Hildreth, 1980) and luminance peaks (Mayhew dz Frisby, 1981; Watt & Morgan, 1985) in the outputs of such a channel retain fully the matching ambiguity inherent in the ambiguous coarse sine wave alone and hence would not disambiguate the sine wave matching.
We note, however, that the problem of off-frequency viewing has been paid insufficient heed in stereo literature. In the past, spatial scale imteractions have been invoked even with the use of extremely suprathreshold (100% contrast, Wilson et al., 1991; 50% contrast, Rohaly 8z Wilson, 1993) relatively broad-band stimuli (theirs at 1 octave, ours 0.74 octaves, but ours much lower in contrast), with scant regard given to the effective contrast signals these stimuli give rise to in channels tuned to spatial frequencies other than the stimulus center frequency. Just how much contrast may be employed with spatially localized stimuli before off-frequency viewing becomes problematic is a question currently under investigation.
Fine-to-coarse interactions
With the proviso of off-frequency viewing in mind, are there any other findings that could be construed as implicating cross-channel interactive processes in stereopsis and fusion? It is known that the diplopic limit for a sine wave is larger than that for a square wave of the same spatial frequency (Kulikowski, 1978) . This suggests both that the high frequency harmonics have a smaller diplopic range and that these harmonics are able to powerfully influence the overall range. In more rigorous studies, Schor and colleagues have shown that whichever channel exceeds its detection threshold may control the fusional limit (Schor, Heckmann & Tyler, 1989) . A stereothreshold analog of the Kulikowski (1978) effect has recently been documented by Smallman and MacLeod (1993) , who showed that stereoacuity away from the fixation plane is worse for compound (high+ low) frequency targets than for the low component alone, but only at large standing disparities. Of course, analogous experiments from the domain of motion processing could be construed as implicating fine-to-coarse interactions in motion. It is well known that if one defocuses a random dot kinematrogram the upper limit for the detection of global motion (a,,,) greatly increases (Sekuler, Anstis, Braddick, Brandt, Movshon & Orban, 1990) . As defocusing serves to obliterate the high spatial frequency content of the stimulus one could conclude that under normal viewing conditions the fine scales are serving to constrain Aa,, that is, the fine scales are powerfully interacting with the outputs of other low spatial frequency-tuned motion sensitive mechanisms (Cleary & Braddick, 1990) . However, there is currently a debate in the motion literature as to whether d,, shrinkage in broad-band patterns might be better attributed to spatial masking of primitives in low-pass image representations (Morgan, 1992) . Analogous debate in the stereo literature will surely ensue. Note however, that no explanation based on masking is likely to be the explanation for the results presented in this paper, for the effect of fine scale information was not regressive but beneficial in this instance.
One final study in the stereopsis literature that may be considered an instance of a fine-to-coarse interaction is the experiment of McKee and Mitchison (1988) . McKee and Mitchison showed that the prolonged inspection of a repetitive wallpaper illusion constructed of dots of zero disparity with unpaired endpoints of non-zero disparity may initially appear to lie in a plane defined by the endpoints. But after a few seconds perceived depth shifts back to the fixation plane even in the absence of vergence changes. It is as if depth is initially represented by coarse scale matches encompassing the endpoints but over time they give way to fine scale matches coding for zero disparity. The time coarse of this interaction is much longer than that documented here however.
It has previously been shown that the wallpaper illusion, first documented by Brewster (1844) can be disambiguated by several cues. McKee (1985,1987) showed that a stereogram composed of repetitive rows of dots could be consistently disambiguated by introducing a small pre-assigned disparity at the edges of the stereogram. Later, Ramachandran and Cavanagh (1985) using similarly constructed stereograms, showed that fine-textured structure could be "captured" or assigned the depth of edge disparities specified by illusory contours. In addition, Julesz and Chang (1976) showed that just a 2% bias in the number of dots specifying unambiguous disparity would disambiguate a random dot stereogram which suggested three possible depth planes. We add to this literature the surprising result that fine structure can disambiguate a wallpapering specified by coarse structure in a stereogram-thus interactions may occur in more than simply the coarse-to-fine direction that has previously been popular. It seems that the visual system will employ any cue to remove ambiguity, for ambiguity per se is certainly not represented in our perceptions (e.g. the Necker cube reverses rather than appear ambiguous), presumably because it serves little purpose in an uncharitable environment. work was supported by NIH-EY01711 and the Wattis fund of the Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute. Many thanks to Don MacLeod for useful discussions. Thanks also to Suzanne McKee for useful comments on an earlier draft of the paper and to Leslie Welch for participating as an observer. Finally, thanks to Julie Harris for working as an observer and subsequently commenting on the manuscript.
